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About This Software

Have you always wanted an easy way to control your stream without complicated keyboard shortcuts? Easily change scenes,
hide sources, and mute your mic when sneezing? Go from regular cross fades into full-scene animations? Have a nice sound

board to enhance your commentary? Then this product is for you!

Tokavuh Stream Control allows you to connect your mobile device to OBS Studio or Streamlabs OBS and control it as well as
provide some missing functionality. Start and stop streaming, display death counters, animate items on screen, animated full
scene switches, sound board, run applications, and much more! It's all available at your fingertips with no extra hardware, no

waiting for delivery, with limitless upgrade possibility in the future.

Install Stream Control on your gaming PC and connect almost any mobile device with a browser to it for total control. No wires,
no hassle, no extra installations. You can create your own functionalities by building up from the blocks provided in the

application. Supports dual PC configuration and unlimited amount of buttons and folders!

If you happen to like keyboard shortcuts but want more functionality than the basic applications provide, we support those also.

Future plans

Support for other streaming applications, more functionality, easier animations, everything the community feels would help
them to provide a professional streaming experience.

For Android devices you can install Tokavuh Stream Control in Google Play Store or use the web view available within the
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application. iOS application available from TestFlight at https://testflight.apple.com/join/HZo6YO8B.

Note that obs-websocket must be installed for the connection to OBS Studio to work! Get it at https://github.com/Palakis/obs-
websocket. Streamlabs OBS does not require this part.
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A beautiful game, and a beautiful final entry to the Myst game series.

It's not a game without flaws. Poor Yeesha, who was such a sensible, inquisitive little girl in Myst IV, has gone even crazier than
she was in Uru. And the storyline of the game is focused around freeing a race of creatures called the Bahro, who pretty much
came out of left field (they were mentioned vaguely, but never directly shown, in Uru).

But, D'ni storyline aside, the main reason I loved the Myst series, was as a "walking simulator", giving you the opportunity to
explore exotic, beautiful, ruined locations, and piece together their history. This game delivers on *that* in a big way. The
worlds are well realized, the puzzles and abandoned D'ni machinery are fascinating, and you get to see new parts of D'ni itself,
which have been off limits before. And at the end you get a nice little closing scene, which puts a little bit of closure on the
series.

The storyline would probably be pretty nonsensical if you haven't read the books and played the previous games in the series
(Myst, Riven, Myst III, Myst IV, Uru), but I think as a walking simulator it would probably still stand up, as long as you don't
mind a large component of mysteriousness. That said, you can get Myst, Riven, and Uru here on Steam (and on gog), so if
you're going to play those, do play them first. Unfortunately Myst III and Myst IV are currently out of print, although old boxed
copies are still available on Amazon.. Was that it?
As someone else said, I thought I was still in the tutorial when I finished the game. I then sat in my chair staring at the screen a
bit puzzled. - What do I do now, it's not like it's a game that is worth playing over and over again as you just make 1 type of
warrior, run over and kill the red team. If you feel so inclined zap them with a power to hurry the process.
Do this for each level and thats the end of the game.
The hardest part is waiting for the mana so you can build the ground. If it wasn't for the forced mana & minion regen you could
finish the game in under 30 minutes.. Very fun and addictive Free to play. One of the best game to try with a brand new HTC
Vive.

Kids love it.. in video 6 delaying code at time - 8:25 - 8:40 = \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 his pants

10\/10. Having played the original Deus Ex Machina on the Commodore 64 when it was released back in 1984. Playing
Machina 2 was an absolute joy to play, Of course its not really a game but a fantastic experience of the seven ages of man from
a shakespear play.

For some this will be very hard to understand as its considered more so an art game than a real game. I enjoyed every minute of
it and can only suggest that people when they play it keep an open mind.. hi everyone love the game minor glitches here and
thier but great game im a big fan of cod so had to get it
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game preforms poorly on modern hardware and appears to have some kind of frame cap. Dimension Drive is a great vertical
shoot-em up. It is a real challenge with its dimension jump capability which gives you new ways to avoid the bullet hell. It lets
you exercise your brain in new and exciting ways. The co-op is very hard core and great fun when playing with a friend... though
it risks putting a real strain on any friendship!

Highly recommended!. Nice game, but seems to be more of a 3rd person shooter rather than a traditional RTS (real-time-
strategy). I do however enjoy how you can hide you units from the other player, and the research and upgrading system. The
voice commands are very good at absoarbing you into the game while leaving a degree of physical control. I'd recommand this
to anyone who claims to be an RTS fan, because this is a stepping stone to what's next in RTS games. This game is the real deal.
In this tablet port, you get to recreate 18 cartoons by the master of convoluted contraptions himself, Rube Goldberg. (Though
the Brits among us will be waiting for a Heath Robinson sequel.)

On the surface, this looks like yet another "incredible machine", but here the gameplay is less about sandbox-style
experimentation and more about "how on earth are these parts supposed to fit together". Slice a turkey, and all you have is a
rooster, a penguin, a sand dispenser, a see-saw, a chicken salad, a bucket, a fan, and some string. Yes, that makes sense.
Eventually. And not only is it immensely satisfying to figure out, it also makes me smile.

Such is the effect of the inspired work of Mr. Goldberg himself, some of whose contraptions are by now over 80 years old. The
game pays homage to him in the best way possible: by bringing some of his best creations to life, and by letting us puzzle over
them (ample hints provided if you need them).. Lot of stuff not working -- cannot figure out how to use the main menu with just
the mouse and keyboard, then the controller interface has a number of issues, too. Cannot successfully remap keys to anything
usable, and testing out each new configuration means sitting through a long intro animation. Unplayable on Ubuntu Linux 18.10
and 19.04 with xbox-type gamepad controller.

(Update 05/2019: Tried to use Steam Big Picture to get controller support. No dice.). Complex market and supply system-
Caesar 3 was easier to understand. Graphics however are Gold standard here- really nice....almost makes you forget how the
economy model does NOT work...Yoy should do more testing before deploying this to the public.. This game is as good as
hotseat gaming (multiplayer on one pc) has ever gone.

My friends and I have easily spent THOUSANDS of hours playing this game since it was released in 2003, for it is one of the
only games I have ever found that if you and your mates are in need of something to do it shall NEVER fail to amuse untill your
asking yourselfs 'Where did the sun go, why is it dark also I'm hungry!'. If you want to play this game I recommend you stock up
on the pizzas and soda because you aren't going to want to leave this game for a long while!

The only thing I would have against the game is a slight glitch with the A.I. . For some reason when we play against the
computer to get the AI to function properly on the hardest difficulty 'Emperor' we found that at least one AI's needs to be set to
'King' the second hardest difficulty. Don't ask me why but it seems to make a significant difference to game play.

For getting a feel for the story and getting a love for the characters in the game I would also recomend Age of Wonders 2 as
well for it's sheer amazing story line.. great game for some entertainment and to kill boredom. 10\/10 would reccommend to
everyone with a sense of humour and that doesnt mind the language and adult content involved

Streamlabs OBS:
We've gotten questions about Streamlabs OBS support and how this application compares to the free Streamlabs Remote
Control. I'm happy to announce that we have implemented support for Streamlabs OBS and a version having this built-in is on
its way out, as soon as we test it a bit more. It is still beta functionality so there may be issues, but it is there.

Do note that Streamlabs OBS doesn't support some features that OBS Studio has, so not all functionality is equal. Mostly it is
the same and for your convenience the same buttons work for both OBS Studio and Streamlabs OBS, unlike with Elgato Stream
Deck.

As for comparison to Streamlabs Remote Control, we can say that you get what you pay for. It's a convenient tool if all you need
is to mute/unmute, switch scenes and hide/show items on screen. If you don't need macros, editable button order, volume
control, fades, animations, connections to other services etc it might be ok for you. It's free so you can just try it out. But in the
end, if you want something that provides good value for your streaming experience and doesn't make you hunt for the button
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you want to press, you know what to get for yourself.

Note that at the moment some features, like filling the Source lists is not working but it will be added soon.. v1.0.10 with a
crash fix:
Pushed out a fix for two random crashes, one in canceling a Pause and another in just editing buttons.

New features coming out later!. Open For Business, What's Next?:
We are now open for business! Tokavuh Stream Control is available for purchase and you can grab it for yourself for immediate
use. We are not sitting idly waiting for your patronage but are actively working on the product.

Some things we have planned for the near future:

Better manual

Videos on how to do specific things

User interface enhancements

iOS app to the store

Android app enhancements

Get Streamlabs OBS support to alpha stage

Backing up settings

Import/export for settings

There are also many actual new features waiting to be implemented, but we want to focus on getting the main system running
well, documentation up to par so it's easy to set up and use, and everything going smoothly before we tackle new things.

We're open to all comments and welcome any feedback you might have. We appreciate every user and try to answer all
questions you might have. We are a small company doing this because we love streamers and want to provide good tools to help
everyone's work.. Breaking Change in v1.0.13!:
We've released v1.0.13 and it requires a new version of the mobile applications to work. The new mobile apps were pushed out
yesterday so hopefully you've updated it already.

The new thing in this version is resizable grids. We know many people have are using a tablet size device and would like more
actions on one screen and now it's possible.

Right click on the grid in edit mode and there's a new option for resizing. Do note that you can't shrink the grid if any of the
buttons would be deleted. You'll have to manually delete them if you want a smaller grid than what you have and the buttons are
on the outer edges.

We also fixed an issue with Reset in edit mode not updating the mobile clients properly.

Hope this makes the app even more useful for everyone and as always, feedback is welcome!. v1.0.17 with new Keypress for
better compatibility:
Version 1.0.17 changes the way we handle the Keypress functionality. We got a report that it doesn't work with all games so we
tweaked it and now it seems to work better. Do give it a try and let us know if there's any issues!

We also added a bit more error reporting for possible typos in the {key} markings etc so that should help with possible error
situations.
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Thanks once again for the reports and keep them coming!. Version 1.0.1:
We pushed version 1.0.1 out. It has added hotkey support!

We got a request to add a hotkey support to the application since some users do have keyboard in front of them but they still
wanted to use the app and its advanced features, so now it's possible!

Every item has a hotkey selection so you can just set it up and launch whatever features you want with it. Just make sure you
don't put multiple buttons with the same hotkey. It's not supported and there's no error about it at the moment.. v1.0.16 with
Stability Enhancements:
We've again fixed a couple of cases with issues in the application so it should be even more stable than before.

Also we'd like to mention that the reason we don't catch all possible issues in the app is so that we can get reports from the
actual issues when the application is used. This helps use to fix the problems immediately rather than have a general band-aid on
things and assume things work.

Thanks for the reports and keep the suggestions coming!. v1.1.1 and Future:
We've published v1.1.1 with a couple of changes:

 Fixed key press command, it only accepted the {home} etc written in lowercase

 Added Streamlabs Roll Credits functionality

 Changed the UI style slightly

Thanks for the comments and reports!

Also about the future. Since we have a strong feature set working we're going to focus on a couple of usability things next. The
programmability features aren't the best since they are just the same grid and it's not obvious how they work. We wanted to have
a nice tree structure to make it clear from the start but it was faster to get the product out this way. So next we will make the
programmable functions look proper so it's clear what is happening when you press a button.

If you have any comments, feedback, bugs, anything, just send a message or join the Discord[discord.gg]!
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